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Lacey The Little Mermaid Fairy
Kathryn's magic gym badge is the only one still missing, stolen by Jack Frost. Rachel and Kirsty have to find it so that school days are fun for everyone again! This exciting chapter book is part Daisy Meadows's NYT bestselling Rainbow Magic series.
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. Jack Frost has stolen the Showtime Fairies' magic stars, which means everyone is losing their special talent! Can Rachel and Kirsty get the stars back before the Tippington Variety Show is ruined?
'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all seven fairy adventures in the Showtime Fairies set! Madison the Magic Show Fairy; Leah the Theatre Fairy; Alesha the Acrobat Fairy; Darcey the Dance Diva Fairy; Amelia the Singing Fairy; Isla the Ice Star Fairy;
Taylor the Talent Show Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
These cheerful and inviting Early Readers bring the blast of colour that Rainbow Magic's youngest fans have been waiting for! Best friends Rachel and Kirsty are going to be bridesmaids. But Mia the Bridesmaid Fairy has lost her magical objects that make weddings everywhere special. If the girls
can't help their friend, all weddings will be ruined everywhere! Mia's magical items are a silver sixpence, two golden bells and a moonshine veil. 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic
Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged. The perfect Christmas gift for children aged 5 and up! Alyssa the Snow Queen Fairy makes sure that everyone is happy throughout winter in both the human and fairy worlds. But when nasty Jack Frost steals her
magical objects, everything becomes an icy misery! Can Rachel and Kirsty help get them back before Fairyland freezes over? There's a magical snowflake, an enchanted mirror and an everlasting rose in this book. Read it to see if Kirsty, Rachel and Alyssa can find them! 'These stories are magic;
they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Rita the Frog Princess Fairy (the Fairy Tale Fairies #4)
Special
The Showtime Fairies Book 6
Clara the Chocolate Fairy
Zoe the Skating Fairy
Have you met every one of the Rainbow Magic fairies? If not, now you can! Packed with secret facts and profiles of every fairy in Fairyland, this magical guide contains everything you ever wanted to know about the Rainbow Magic fairies.
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. When Rachel and Kirsty meet on the ferry to Rainspell Island one summer holiday, they have no idea that such magical adventures with the fairies await them! In this sixth book in the series,
Rachel and Kirsty enter a magical world in order to find Izzy the Indigo Fairy... 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
These cheerful and inviting Early Readers bring the blast of colour that Rainbow Magic's youngest fans have been waiting for! Best friends Rachel and Kirsty are visiting the seaside. But Jack Frost has stolen three enchanted pearls from Shannon the Ocean Fairy. If the girls can't help
Shannon, all oceans will be ruined forever! 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Eleanor's magic comb is in goblin hands--but not for long, if Rachel and Kirsty get their way. Without it, Snow White will never get back in her story!
Eva the Enchanted Ball Fairy
Evelyn the Mermicorn Fairy (Rainbow Magic Special Edition)
Rainbow Magic
A Fairy Ballet
The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Little Mermaid
Belle the Birthday Fairy uses her magical objects to make sure that all birthdays are filled with joy and laughter! But nasty Jack Frost has stolen these magical items... Can best friends Kirsty and Rachel help Belle find them?
Learning to read is fun with the Rainbow Magic Fairies! Developed in conjunction with Early Years reading consultants and based on the most up-to-date educational research, the Rainbow Magic Beginner Readers are the perfect way to introduce your child to the
magical world of reading.
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. Everyone in Fairyland is preparing for the Fairy Olympics, but Jack Frost and his goblins have stolen the magic sporty items so they can win by cheating! And with the
items missing, the human Olympics will be ruined too...can Rachel and Kirsty get the items back before it's too late? 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all seven fairy adventures in the Sporty Fairies set! Helena the
Horse-riding Fairy; Francesca the Football Fairy; Zoe the Skating Fairy; Naomi the Netball Fairy; Samantha the Swimming Fairy; Alice the Tennis Fairy; Gemma the Gymnastics Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal
Friends and Unicorn Magic!
A new Rainbow Magic series full of sweetness, friendship, adventure, and, of course, magic!
The Fairytale Fairies Book 4
The Storybook Fairies Book 4
Sports Fairies #7: Gemma the Gymnastics Fairy
Gabby the Bubblegum Fairy
Isla the Ice Star Fairy

When Jack Frost's goblins steal the magic tiara from Eva the enchanted ball fairy, Rachel and Kirsty must retrieve it before Jack Frost can throw his own party at his ice castle.
Happily Ever After? Once upon a time, Rachel and Kirsty were excited to attend the special Fairy Tale Festival at TipTop Castle. But when Jack Frost steals the Fairy Tale Fairies' magic items, stories everywhere get all jumbled up. Even worse,
characters from inside the books are coming to life and finding their way into the human world! Rita is hopping mad -- the goblins have hidden her magic charm and she can't find it anywhere. Only Kirsty and Rachel can help her get it back before it's
too late! Find the special fairy object in each book and help save the Fairy Tale Magic!
Kirsty and Rachel are very excited to be going to a Fairytale Festival But naughty Jack Frost is causing trouble again, and magical characters have escaped into the human world. Can the girls help Julia the Sleeping Beauty Fairy put things right?
The Sports Fairies' magical items are missing, and now the Fairy Olympics are going all wrong! This is our ninth group of Rainbow Magic fairies; all seven books will be released at once. It's an exciting time in Fairyland. Everyone is getting ready for
the Fairy Olympics! But Jack Frost's goblins have stolen the Sports Fairies' magic objects. Now they're threatening to take over the whole competition! Gemma the Gymnastics Fairy's magic hoop is missing. Do Kirsty and Rachel have all the right
moves to get it back? Or will the goblins trip them up? Find the enchanted object in each book, and help keep the Fairyland Olympics magical!
Lacey the Little Mermaid Fairy
The Sweet Fairies Book 4
Julia the Sleeping Beauty Fairy
The Sporty Fairies Book 5
Ruth the Red Riding Hood Fairy
Happily Ever After? Once upon a time, Rachel and Kirsty were excited to attend the special Fairy Tale Festival at TipTop Castle. But when Jack Frost steals the Fairy Tale Fairies' magic items, stories everywhere get all jumbled up. Even worse, characters from inside the books are coming to life and finding
their way into the human world! The girls only have one more magic item left to find. When Lacey's magic conch shell is returned to her, the Little Mermaid will be safely back where she belongs! Find the special fairy object in each book and help save the Fairy Tale Magic!
Rachel and Kirsty need to help Lacey get her magic scallop shell back from Jack Frost.
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. Kirsty and Rachel are very excited to be going to the Wetherbury Storytelling Festival! But when mean Jack Frost steals the Storybook Fairies' magical objects, all the stories start getting mixed up. Can the girls
help their fairy friends put things right? 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all four fairy adventures in the Storybook Fairies set! Elle the Thumbelina Fairy; Mariana the Goldilocks Fairy; Rosalie the Rapunzel Fairy; Ruth the Red Riding Hood Fairy. If you like
Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
When Jack Frost's goblins steal Zoe the skating fairy's magic lace as part of their plan to win the upcoming Fairyland Olympics, Rachel and Kirsty try to help Zoe get it back.
The Fairytale Fairies Book 1
Book 7
The Festival Fairies Book 3
Belle the Birthday Fairy
Princess Fairies #7: Eva the Enchanted Ball Fairy
This bestselling picture book has had a gorgeous makeover to celebrate 10 years of The Fairytale Hairdresser! Kittie Lacey is the best hairdresser in all of Fairyland . . . A brave, stylish heroine for whom no tangle is too troublesome and no frizz too fearsome! The little mermaid is all in a lather - the
Sea Witch has stolen her beautiful singing voice! Will Kittie Lacey be able to fix this terrible tangle and help her friend find her voice? Discover more Fairytale Hairdresser adventures: *A brand new story for 2021: The Fairytale Hairdresser and Red Riding Hood* The Fairytale Hairdresser and
Rapunzel The Fairytale Hairdresser and Beauty and the Beast The Fairytale Hairdresser and Cinderella The Fairytale Hairdresser and Sleeping Beauty The Fairytale Hairdresser and Snow White The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Sugar Plum Fairy The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Princess and the
Pea The Fairytale Hairdresser and Aladdin The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Princess and the Frog The Fairytale Hairdresser and Thumbelina
This bestselling picture book has had a gorgeous makeover to celebrate 10 years of The Fairytale Hairdresser! Kittie Lacey is the best hairdresser in all of Fairyland . . . A brave, stylish heroine for whom no tangle is too troublesome and no frizz too fearsome! Join Kittie Lacey, as she faces her most
hair-raising challenge - an evil witch, a tall tower, and a girl called Rapunzel who is having a very bad hair day. Will Kittie manage to tame unruly locks that go on for miles, rescue a princess and create a happily ever after? Discover more Fairytale Hairdresser adventures: The Fairytale Hairdressser
and the Little Mermaid The Fairytale Hairdresser and Beauty and the Beast The Fairytale Hairdresser and Cinderella The Fairytale Hairdresser and Sleeping Beauty The Fairytale Hairdresser and Snow White The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Sugar Plum Fairy The Fairytale Hairdresser and the
Princess and the Pea The Fairytale Hairdresser and Aladdin The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Princess and the Frog The Fairytale Hairdresser and Thumbelina And coming soon . . . The Fairytale Hairdresser and Red Riding Hood
When Jack Frost's goblins steal the night fairies' special bags of magic dust, Kirsty and Rachel must help Morgan the Midnight Fairy set things right again.
Once upon a time in Fairyland. . . . Jack Frost is up to his old tricks again. He has sent his goblins to steal the Storybook Fairies' magic objects -- and now readers' favorite stories are all mixed up. Rosalie's magic hairbrush is missing-- only Rachel and Kirsty can help her get it back!
The Fairytale Hairdresser and Rapunzel
Lacey the Little Mermaid Fairy (the Fairy Tale Fairies #7)
Elisha the Eid Fairy
The Fairytale Fairies Book 3
The Complete Book of Fairies

When Jack Frost's goblins shatter the shell that Shannon the ocean fairy plays to protect the sea creatures, Kirsty Tate and Rachel Walker must help Ally the dolphin fairy recover the shard being protected by her companion, Echo.
When Jack Frost's goblins steal Gemma the gymnastics fairy's magic hoop as part of their plan to win the upcoming Fairyland Olympics, Rachel and Kirsty try to help Gemma get it back and thwart Jack Frost.
The seven Rainbow Fairies are missing! Rachel and Kirsty search for one in each RAINBOW MAGIC book. Read all seven books to help rescue the fairies and bring the sparkle back to Fairyland! Fairyland is home to seven colorful sisters. Together, they are the Rainbow
Fairies! They keep Fairyland dazzling and bright. But when evil Jack Frost sends them far away, the sisters are in big trouble. If they don't return soon, Fairyland is doomed to be gray forever! Rachel and Kirsty are sure that the garden maze holds a special secret. If they
make all the right turns, could it lead them to Fern the Green Fairy?
Lacey the Little Mermaid Fairy is very upset Jack Frost has stolen her magical conch shell, and without it the characters from her story have escaped into the human world. Can Kirsty and Rachel help get the Little Mermaid back in her fairytale where she belongs?
Kate the Royal Wedding Fairy
Rainbow Magic #4: Fern he Green Fairy
Eleanor the Snow White Fairy
Kathryn the Gym Fairy
Rosalie the Rapunzel Fairy: A Rainbow Magic Book (Storybook Fairies #3)
These cheerful and inviting Early Readers bring the blast of colour that Rainbow Magic's youngest fans have been waiting for! Kate the Royal Wedding Fairy makes sure that all weddings are happy and magical! But when mean Jack Frost steals the True
Love Crown, the Fairyland royal wedding is sure to be a disaster. Can Kirsty and Rachel find the crown so the royal couple will live happily ever after...? 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow Magic,
check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Fairies and princesses -- a magical combination!Rachel and Kirsty are so excited to spend the week at the Golden Palace. They're going to live like real princesses! But before long, they discover that something is terribly wrong. The Princess Fairies' magic
tiaras are missing! Without them, both Fairyland and the human world are a royal mess. Jack Frost has Eva the Enchanted Ball Fairy's magic tiara! He's planning to throw an amazing ball at his ice castle -- but nothing is going right. If Rachel, Kirsty, and Eva
can't get the tiara back, no one will have a successful party . . . not even Jack Frost!Find the missing tiara in each book and help save the princess magic!
Party decorations have lost their sparkle, and it's all because of Grace the Glitter Fairy's missing party bag! The girls are determined to track it down...but how?
The mermicorns are coming!
Samantha the Swimming Fairy
Alyssa the Snow Queen Fairy
Grace the Glitter Fairy
Lacey the Little Mermaid Fairy: A Rainbow Magic Book (The Fairy Tale Fairies #7)
The Fairytale Fairies: 155: Lacey the Little Mermaid Fa
Join Rachel, Kirsty and the Festival Fairies as they help to make special celebrations everywhere run smoothly with the help of fairy magic. Elisha the Eid Fairy looks after the Muslim festival of Eid, but when naughty Jack Frost steals her magical Eid lantern,
everyone's celebrations go wrong. Can the girls help Elisha save the day? Don't miss the rest of the Festival Fairies series: Deena the Diwali Fairy, Hana the Hanukkah Fairy and Bea the Buddha Day Fairy. 'These stories are magic; they turn children into
readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. Kirsty and Rachel are having a wonderful time at the Fairytale Festival. But Jack Frost has stolen Fairytale Fairies' magical objects, and now Fairytale characters
are lost in the human world! Can Rachel and Kirsty help find them and keep fairytales everywhere magical? 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all four fairy adventures in the Fairytale Fairies set! Julia the
Sleeping Beauty Fairy; Eleanor the Snow White Fairy; Faith the Cinderella Fairy; Lacey the Little Mermaid Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. Rachel and Kirsty are really excited - Kirsty's aunt works at Candy Land, and has brought them a big bag of sweets! But they all taste awful... Can the girls help
the Sweet Fairies and stop Jack Frost so that sweets taste delicious again? 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all seven fairy adventures in the Sweet Fairies set! Lottie the Lollipop Fairy; Esme the Ice Cream
Fairy; Coco the Cupcake Fairy; Clara the Chocolate Fairy; Madeleine the Cookie Fairy; Layla the Candyfloss Fairy; Nina the Birthday Cake Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Join the Fairy Tale Fairies as they make sure everyone's favorite fairy tale characters get their happily ever after! Happily Ever After? Once upon a time, Rachel and Kirsty were excited to attend the special Fairy Tale Festival at TipTop Castle. But when Jack
Frost steals the Fairy Tale Fairies' magic items, stories everywhere get all jumbled up. Even worse, characters from inside the books are coming to life and finding their way into the human world! The girls only have one more magic item left to find. When
Lacey's magic conch shell is returned to her, the Little Mermaid will be safely back where she belongs! Find the special fairy object in each book and help save the Fairy Tale Magic!
Faith the Cinderella Fairy
Ally the Dolphin Fairy
The Rainbow Fairies Book 6
Gemma the Gymnastics Fairy
Izzy the Indigo Fairy
Happily Ever After? Once upon a time, Rachel and Kirsty were excited to attend the special Fairy Tale Festival at TipTop Castle. But when Jack Frost steals the Fairy Tale Fairies' magic items, stories everywhere get all jumbled up. Even
worse, characters from inside the books are coming to life and finding their way into the human world! Gwen's magic rose pin is on Jack Frost's shirt. Rachel and Kirsty must return it to their fairy friend. Without it, Beauty and the
Beast will never make it back into their story! Find the special fairy object in each book and help save the Fairy Tale Magic!
Shannon the Ocean Fairy
Morgan the Midnight Fairy
Mia the Bridesmaid Fairy
Gwen the Beauty and the Beast Fairy (the Fairy Tale Fairies #5)
The Fairytale Fairies Book 2
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